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Abstract:" In this talk, we discuss two problems associated with resource allocation in distributed teams of
unmanned air vehicles." The first problem focuses on task partitioning among team members in the
presence of dynamically arriving tasks, when information about task arrivals is obtained locally by
individual team members and takes time to communicate among the team." Communication delays lead to
differing information sets among team members, which evolve dynamically in response to communications
from team members." The task partitioning problem is formulated as an optimal assignment problem; the
talk will describe a dynamical systems model of this information evolution, and discuss a distributed
decision algorithm that converges to an optimal assignment of tasks robustly in the presence of arbitrary
but finite communication delays." The second problem is task assignment in the presence of unreliable
resources and new task arrivals." Under the assumption that resource failures can be observed, the resulting
problem becomes a stochastic control problem with a combinatorial state and decision space that is difficult
to solve exactly." We describe an approximate problem that can be solved exactly in polynomial time." We
also discuss extensions of the previous distributed algorithms to solve the approximate stochastic control
problem in the presence of differing information sets and unknown but bounded communication delays.
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